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History and- Organization'-

The need for training, an important element in the eco

nomic development of young nations, was strongly underlined

in the resolution passed by the heads of the OCAM states at

a meeting in Niamey in January 1968.

In his speech at Edea on 13 February 1968, President

Ahidjo also stressed this fact: "Training on the job, in

the vocational schools, and in advanced in-firm training

schemes and also training at universities and specialized

schools remains one of the prime concerns of the Government,

who desires to turn over as rapidly as possible all relevant

technical and administrative tasks .to Cameroonians capable

of assuming thenv. It is of utmost importance that this need

be fully recognized by our investors; it constitutes one of

the main essentials of our agreement on' cooperation."

Enterprises which had themselves recognized the need for

further training of their staff and had established in-firm

advanced training centres did not fail to consult beforehand

with the Association pour la formation des cadres (AFCA) at

Douala. However, the target group was intermediate level

staff only. The establishment of a training institution for

senior level personnel was indispensable.

The university, more specifically the Faculty of Law and

Economic Sciences, already five years in existence and well

established, decided that in view of the fact that an inter

national project to establish a School of Business spon

sored by the Cameroonian Chamber of Commerce, Industry,

and Mining had come to naught, it should itself take over

.this task. The university realized, of course, that the

success of such a project depended on two preconditions,

namely, that training be adapted in respect of both level

and methodology to manpower demand and that close coopera-
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tion with private enterprise could be achieved.

Among the first plans elaborated was the establishment of

an Institute of Accountancy which would, in keeping with

tradition, award three certificates (law, economics, and

accounting). Courses would be in the evening, one course of

study running for five months, the other for three months.

Upon completion of a course, the graduate could take up a

suitable job in the private sector.

The project was dropped for two reasons. Firstly, the put-

put would be insufficient in the face of high manpower demand,

and secondly, training would be of too short a duration to

permit adequate preparation.

The next plan envisaged was that of the establishment of

a University Institute of Technology (Business Administration)

which would award certificates of law and certificates of ,

economics. Admission would be open to holders of the Bacca-

laureat or the Probatoire and to employees in the private

and the public sector with a level of culture comparable to

that of a Baccalaureat holder and with at least three years

of experience on the job. The courses of study would last

two years and lead each to a specific certificate. They .would

be organized as follows:

a) an intensive stage of three months, with six class .hours

a day (350 class hours)

b) from the close of this stage up to the date of the final
5 examination the Institute would send the trainees every

fortnight written and practical assignments.

After one or two years of operation under the Faculty of

Law of the Federal University of Cameroon, the University

Institute of Technology would be transferred to Douala, where

most of the large-scale enterprises are located.

In his report to the Minister of National Education, the

Vice-Chancellor of the University stated that this project

would not be launched. "Although I heartily endorse the idea

of establishing a University Institute of Technology, I feel

that the project at hand would not meet the conditions neces-
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sary." And indeed, although, the admission, requirements-,

length of study, and distribution of assignments would have,

served the purpose, they would not have sufficed to really ■

constitute the basis for the creation of an institute such

as was required.

The Vice-Chancellor then expressed his genuine interest

in the project as the first stage in the establishment of

a University Institute of Technology. With the collabora

tion of GICAM (Groupement interprofessionnel pour l'etude

et la coordination des interets economiques du Cameroun),

three initiative steps were taken:

- two years of full-time -university study,

- reorganization of the course of study for these two years,

- heavier study plan.

It was felt necessary to retain the admission requirements

as envisaged in the original project in order to facilitate

the promotion of certain employees.

Having been approved by the university authorities, the

project as modified was called into being by presidential

Decree No. 69/DF/2O7 of M June 1969, (see Appendix I) under

the name CPGE (Centre de Preparation-^ la Gestion des Entre-

prises—Business Management Training Centre).

In September 1971 a second section was established for the

further training of senior economic and'commercial personnel

By Decree No. 71/DF/H83 (see Appendix II) the name of' the

Centre was changed to Institut d'Administration des Entre-

prises (Business Administration Institute).

It is too early to judge the achievement of Section II of

the Business Administration Institute (see Appendix III),

but certain conclusions may now be drawn regarding the Sec

tion I (see Appendix III). Graduates have obtained respon

sible positions at good pay. This success is due in large

measure to the fact that over 60 per cent of the teaching

staff of Section I are practitioners rather than theoreti

cians. Over 50 per cent of the graduates of the first three



courses of study had been in the employ of private or semi-

public enterprises, and most of them subsequently received

important promotions on the basis of their diploma.

Outlook

Although in general the results obtained by the programme

of study have been satisfactory, a number of problems have

arisen which tend to hinder the normal development of the

Institute as a further training institution:

- Being attached to the Faculty of Law and Economic Sciences,

it does not possess that degree of financial and pedagog

ical autonomy needed nor does it enjoy full professional '

standing.

Its relationship with the working world is not formally

established.

- The regulations governing study content are not precise

enough.

In realization of this, the Institute has now initiated

the following changes:

At institutional level a new bye-law has been set up

giving the Institute complete autonomy as a university

establishment and drawing the Chamber of Commerce, Industry,

and Mining into its functional setup so as to ensure good

relations with the private sector.

At operational level two new special forms of training

have been added to the regular curriculum, namely, semi

nars organized for specific students or specific subject

matter as required, and management programmes for entre

preneurs of small and medium industry (the duration of

the programmes has not yet been determined).



APPENDIX I

PRESIDENCY OF THE REPUBLIC FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF CAMEROON

, ', PEACE - WORK - FATHERLAND

Decree No. 69/DF/2O7 of 4 June 1969
to establish a Business Management

Training Centre at the Federal

University of Cameroon

THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC,"

MINDFUL of the Constitution of 1 September 1961 of the Federal

Republic of Cameroon;

MINDFUL of the Decree No. 68/DF/268 of 12 July 1968
concerning the reorganization of the Ministry of Education,

Youth, and Culture;

MINDFUL of Decree No. 62/DF/289 of 26 July 1962 to institute
and organize the Federal University of Cameroon as amended
by Decree No. 67/DF/566 of 28 December 1967 to terminate
the transitional period provided for the" installation of
the Federal University of Cameroon;

MINDFUL of Decree No. 62/DF/372 of 8 October 1962 containing
a list of higher education institutions constituting the

Federal University of Cameroon;

HEREBY DECREES AS FOLLOWS:

Article 1 . v

A Business Management Training Centre, attached to the Faculty
of Law and Economic Sciences, is hereby set up at the Federal

University of Cameroon.

Article 2 - ■

The Business Management Training Centre shall comprise two

sections:

- Section I shall be responsible for the training, spe

cialization, and further training of economic and commer

cial intermediate level personnel. ...

- Section II shall be responsible for the training, spe
cialization, and further training of economic and commer

cial senior personnel capable of assuming the management

of private or public undertakings and at the same time
of participating in schemes for the training and-further



Article 3

Training provided by the Centre shall be both theoretical

and practical. Its purpose shall be to:

- give the students that type of training which will enable
them to find adequate solutions to problems of organiza
tion and management. They will study technical, economic,

administrative, commercial, financial, accountancy and

fiscal problems relating to the enterprise. They will
also familiarize themselves with the relations between

the enterprise and the -state in the present-day world;

- promote initiative; develop powers of analysis and
synthesis and judgment in dealing with concrete problems

of business management at all levels; develop the ability

to enlist the support and collaboration of colleagues and

subordinates and to participate in schemes for the further

training of economic and commercial intermediate level

personnel.

Article 4

A diploma shall be awarded to students who have met the aca

demic requirements and have passed the final examination.

For the first section the Centre shall award a certificate

of Business Management Training and, for candidates who have
not passed the final examination, a certificate of attendance

at the Centre.

Preconditions for obtaining.a second section diploma shall be

fixed by subsequent decree.

Article 5

The Director, assisted by the Director of Studies, shall be

responsible for direction, administration, and general policy.

The Director of the Centre may be the Dean of the Faculty of
Law and Economic Sciences, a professor, an assistant professor,

or a lecturer of this Faculty.

In the absence of the Director the administration of the Centre

shall be in the hands of the Director of Studies.

Article 6

The Director of the Centre and the Director of Studies shall
be appointed for a three-year term of office by the Ministry
of Education, Youth, and Culture at the proposal of the
Vice-Chancellor of the University the Dean of the Faculty

having first been consulted.

If he is gravely negligent in the conduct of his duties, ■
the Director of the Centre may be relieved of these duties



by decision of the Ministry of-Education, Youth, and Cul

ture upon a motivated request or following consultation

with the Dean of the Faculty.

Article 7 . . •

The Centre shall be headed by a Council consisting of the

following members:

the Vice-Chancellor of the University.. President

- the Director of Higher Education or

the Assistant Director Member

four representatives of the Centre teaching

staff, two of whom belong to the Faculty of

Law and Economic Sciences (chosen by the

Faculty members from among their midst) Member

- a representative of the Ministry of Finance. Member

a representative of the Ministry of

Planning and Development Member

a representative of the Ministry of

Commerce and Industry Member

a representative of the Ministry' of

Labour and Social Law Member

a representative of each of the

federal governments Member

two employers1 representatives named

by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Member

two student representatives chosen by

the student body of the Centre Member

The Director and the Assistant Director of the Centre

are members of the Council automatically.

The other members are appointed for a three-year term

of office at the decision of the Ministry of Education,
Youth, and Culture upon.proposal of the relevant minis

tries and bodies.

The students appointed to membership in the Council may
not attend any council sessions (in full or in part)
devoted to examinations.

Article 8 , ' '

The President shall convene the Council as frequently as

is necessary and in any event at least once a year.

The President shall establish the agenda. Date and place

of convocation and agenda must be in the hands of the

members at least eight days in advance of a meeting,
except in cases of emergency. ■
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The Council shall deliberate on questions relative to the

organization of studies and to the operation of the Centre.

It shall establish the budget estimate of the Centre and

control, at the end of the" university year, the propriety

of the uses to which the funds allocated to the Centre were

put.

The Council shall constitute the first instance of judgment

regarding disciplinary infractions of students within the

limits of its powers relative to this discipline as deter

mined by Articles 68 to 72 of Decree No. 67/DF/566 of 28

December 1967 to terminate the transitional period provided

for the installation of the Federal University of Cameroon.

In this case the Council membership shall be reduced to

consist of:

- the Director of the Centre, who shall serve as President

at the meeting;

- two representatives of the teaching staff of the Centre, .

one of whom shall be a member of the teaching staff of

the Faculty of Law and Economic Sciences. These two rep

resentatives shall be chosen by the Council members from
the four representatives of the Centre teaching staff

serving on the Council;

one employers' representative chosen by the Council mem

bers from the two employers' representatives serving on

the Council;

- a student representative, namely, the first on the list
of two student representatives serving on the Council.

Article 9

The Centre shall be equipped with a budget separate from that

of the Faculty of Law and Economic Sciences. The budget shall
draw on funds deriving from subsidies of the Government of

Cameroon and from subsidies and donations provided by private
and public enterprises. The Centre may also receive subsidies
from external public and private organizations upon approval

of the Government of Cameroon.

Article 10

Each year the professional organizations shall inform the

Council of the Centre as to estimated manpower need (nationals)

so that the Centre can plan for adequate output.

Article 11

Admission requirements, length and content of the courses of
study, examination regulations, and the awarding of diplomas
shall all be determined by decision of the Ministry of Edu

cation, Youth, and Culture.



Article 12 ,

The Ministry of Education, Youth, and Culture shall be

responsible for the execution of this Decree, which shall

be registered, made public, and published in the Official

Gazette of the Federal Republic of Cameroon in French and

in English.



APPENDIX II

PRESIDENCY OF THE REPUBLIC FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF CAMEROON

PEACE - WORK - FATHERLAND

DECREE No. 71/DFM83 of 21 September 1971

to amend Decree No. 69/DF/2O7 of 4 June 1969 ' '
to establish a Business Management Training

Centre at the Federal University of Cameroon-

THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC,

MINDFUL of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of

Cameroon;

MINDFUL of Decree No. 7O/DF/273 of 12 June 1970 to orga

nize the Federal Government of the Federal Republic of

Cameroon;

MINDFUL of Decree No. 62/DF/289 of 26 July 1962 to insti

tute and organize the Federal University of Cameroon as

amended by Decree No. 67/DF/566 of 28 December 1967 to ter
minate the transitional period provided for the installation

of the Federal University of Cameroon and Decree No. 69/DF/
504 of 2k November 1969 to amend Decree No. 67/DF/566 of
28 December 1967;

MINDFUL of Decree No. 69/DF/2O7 of k June 1969 to establish
a Business Management Training Centre at the Federal Uni

versity of Cameroon;

CONSIDERING the recommendation of the Board of Governors

of the Federal University of Cameroon at its meeting on

23 June 1971;

HEREBY DECREES AS FOLLOWS:

1. Articles 1, 2 and 4 of Decree No. 69/DF/2O7 of 4 June 1969
shall be repealed and replaced by the following new provi

sions of articles 1,.2 and U.

1. (new): A Business Administration Institute, attached
to the Faculty of Law and Economic Sciences,

is hereby set up at the Federal University of

Cameroon.

2. (new): The Business Administration Institute shall

comprise two sections:
- Section I shall be responsible for the train

ing, specialization and further training of

economic and commercial intermediate level

personnel.

- Section II shall be responsible for the train

ing, specialization and further training of



economic and commercial senior personnel capable
of assuming the management of private or pub -
lie undertakings and at the same time of Partic
ipating in schemes for the training and further
training of economic and commercial intermediate

level personnel.

4(1> (new): A diploma shall be awarded to students who have
H1) { } met the academic requirements and h.ave passed .

the final examination. ,

(2). For Section I., the Business Administration
Institute shall award a.certificate of Business
Administration and, for candidates who have not

passed the final examination, a certificate of
attendance at the Institute.

m For Section II, the Business Administration
Institute shall award a Diploma of Business Ad- •
ministration and, for.candidates who a ot
passed the final examination, a certificate oi

, attendance at the Institute.

(2) The Decree which shall take effect as from _
the date of signature shall be registered notified
wherever necessary and Polished in French and in
English in the Official Gazette of the Federal
Republic of Cameroon.



APPENDIX III

FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF CAMEROON, YAOUNDE

INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Section II

Section II is responsible for the training, specialization

and further training of economic and senior commercial per

sonnel.

Terms of Admission

Eligible for admission to the Business Administration Insti

tute, Section II, are

- holders of either a diploma awarded by the University of

Cameroon or an equivalent certificate approved by the

Ministry of National Education;

holders of the diploma awarded by Section I of the Insti

tute of Business Administration, or holders of an equiva

lent certificate who have had three years of practical

experience.

Admitted as auditors to Section II of the Institute are

intermediate level personnel desiring to upgrade their knowl

edge and skills; the Institute decides on their admission on

the basis of their personal file.

Course of Studies

The curriculum comprises six main tracks of study with an

approximate total of 1^0 class hours each. Studies extend

over a period of fifteen months, with one three-hour session

per week being devoted to each track.

The teaching methods, aimed at fostering the active partic

ipation of the students, include case studies, planning games,

simulation games, etc. Each session is supplemented by a

working group session, with five to six students in each

group.



The daily schedule is as follows:

three-hour session in the morning,

- three-hour working group session in the evening.

Supervision of Studies

All studies are supervised constantly. A diploma in

Business Administration is awarded to students who have

successfully passed the final examination.

A certificate of attendance,is awarded to auditors who

have attended regularly following a check of knowledge

acquired.



APPENDIX IV

UNIVERSITY OF CAMEROON, YAOUNDE ■ '

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INSTITUTE " ■'. ■

Section I

Objectives

Section I shall be responsible for the training, speciali

zation and further training of economic and commercial

intermediate level personnel for the private sector and

administration.

Admission requirements

Admission is open to holders of the Baccalaureat or equiv

alent and also to employees in the private and the public

sector with a level of culture comparable to that of a

Baccalaureat and with experience on the job as confirmed by

the employer. A jury of selection reviews the applications

of the latter group.

Course of Studies

Studies are full-time, extending over two university years.

The first year is devoted to the acquisition'of fundamental

knowledge and skills. Two months of in-firm training between

semesters.enable the students to familiarize themselves

with problems involved in business administration.

During the second year students may make a choice between

business administration and financial administration accord

ing to capability and inclination.

Supervision of Studies

Students are supervised regularly as follows:

after every ten class hours a test is held in each dis

cipline in order to obtain a clear picture of the stu

dents • absorptive capacity;



after every twenty class hours^ the .students must submit

a case study or a paper, to be elaborated within eight

. to ten days time.

At the end of the first year students must, pass an examina- _

tion.At the end of the second year a diploma of Business .

Administration shall be awarded to students who have met the

academic requirements and successfully passed the final

examination.

First

Required Subjects

General Economics

General Accounting

Analytical Accounting

Commercial Law

Company Law

Statistics

General Mathematics

Business Finance

Tax Policy

Labour Law

Special Contracts

Penal Law

English

Second

Required Subjects

General Politics

Structure

Personnel Management

. Informatics

General Mathematics

Industrial Management

Customs Problems

English

Year of Studies . .

Class Hours

■ 60 ■ '

45

40

40

30

40

30

30

25

25

25

25

40

Year of Studies

Class Hours

30

25

30

30

30

25

10

40



Selective Subjects: Business Administration

and Commercial Economics ' '•■■"■:

Commercial Economics

Business Administration

Business Correspondence

Civil Law

Banking Techniques

Business Finance

Statistics

Financial Administration

Class Hours

75

- ■ 40' -

35

30

20 ■

20

20

30

Selective Subjects: Financial Administration

Financial Administration

Banking Techniques

Business Finance

Statistics

Cost Accounting

Commercial Economics

Class Hours

60

40

. . 50

40

45

35



Curriculum (University year 1972 - 1973)

ECONOMICS AND LAW ,-,,.,. -

I. Economics - •. ■ '-.'■■ . /

A. The Economy of Cameroon

B. Business and Planning.

C. Research on and Utilization;of-Economic Information .

D. Business and the International Environment

E. Practices of Exchange , . ,

II. Law " .

A. English Law, ... ,. . . . ,. ,

- law of contract .-.,..,

- sale of goods

B. French Law

- commercial deeds " " ■.

- the contract .

- commercial contracts

- commercial enterprises - ■

Note: These two study programmes are supplemented by lectures

on special "aspects of the economy of Cameroon and on

Cameroonian legislation.

COMPUTER SCIENCE ' • \ ■

I. Introductory Studies ' ~ ; . . .

- Hardware " ' ■

- Software

II. Programming _ir ,,

- Fortran IV (computer-langu'age) ■■:■■.

- flow diagramme programmes ... .■,,',

- programme instruction .-r:^ :. *■ , ..:

- data

- control cards (J.C.L.)

- printing of results.
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- Application " :

- feeding of computer 360/^0

- punching of cards and control ' ~

- investigation of material.

SIMULATION GAME

III. Computer Science in the Enterprise

- integral systems of administration

- launching of a data processing system

IV. Simulation

- theoretical study of simulation problems

- application: stocks management

- chained events

APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

A. Mathematical Fundamentals of Management

I. Decision Models

- general mechanrLsm of decision-making

- decision-making vis-a-vis an uncertain future;

concept of usefulness

- motivation of decisions and subsequent decisions

II. Theory of Probabilities

- theoretical definition .

- general characteristics of probabilities

- Bayes formula

- subjective probabilities

- random variables

- practical exercise: descriptive statistics

- distribution with two variables

- law of large numbers
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III. Law of Distribution

IV. Statistics

- sampling techniques

- estimation;-tests ...

- regression; correlation

B. Operational Research ,. —

I. Programming -'' ■ ■ ■ ' ■

- definition and principles

- geometrical interpretation and solution '

- dualism . ...

- simplex algorithm .

- sensibility of solutions

- introduction to non-ninear programming

II. Theory of Graphs • * * • ■ . • ■

- historical development and principles"

- the critical approach

t M.C.X. method

- P.E.R.T. method (programme evaluation review technique

- payment order methods

III. Chained Events

- Markow process

- Poisson process ' - ■ -.-._■:

- their application to problems"in'the enterprise

IV. Sto.cks Management

- analytical structure of stocks problems

. - Wilson criterium ■ ""■ *-j ....-■

- Seuesi* formula '. -„'" _ ' ■ • _' '^. 1, __^_- .- '

- stocks management vis-si-vis an uncertain future

- planning game under the aspect of stocks management'



GENERAL POLICY AND MARKETING

I. General Policy

- introduction

- methodology, decision processes and typology

- strategy concept

- choice of strategy

- evaluation of strategy

- structure and implementation

- information structure, system and control

II. Marketing

- commercial function

- marketing concept

- product planning

- product policy

- product promotion

- sales and publicity

- introduction to the market

- estimates and control of goods

- general policy and marketing

CONTROL AND FINANCING

I. General Accountancy

A. Commercial Bookkeeping

- operational analysis

- registration

- accounts

B. The OCAM Chart of Accounts

C. Management Accounting and Elaboration of Results

II. Financial Management

A. Fundamentals of Bookkeeping in Financial Management

B. Tax and Business

C. Analysis of Coefficients

D. Cost Analysis

E. Management of Current Assets; Cash Accounts
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P. Stocks and Capital

G. Management of Short and Long-term Debts; Leasing

H. Long-term Financing and Dividend Policy

I. Mergers, Amalgamations, Dissolution of Enterprises

III. Management Control

A. Analytical Accounting

- scope of analytical accounting

- cost; and; cost price.

- cost carriage

B. Budgeting Techniques

- introduction: definition, classification of budgets

- business budget

- sales

- production

- supplies

- funds ■ '

- ecart

C. Organization of management control

- Management control and structure

- responsible authorities

HUMAN RELATIONS

I. Labour Legislation - --*

A. Institutions Concerned with Labour Law

B. Legal Aspects ;6f Work :r

- theory

- fields of application

II. Psychosociology

A. General Problems of Communication"' '-

B. ilnter-human Communication \ , ■v.v-

- undirected contact ,

- directed contact



C. Communication within Groups ...

- group dynamics

- stimulation of large groups

III. Psychosociology of Organizations

General Subjects . Concepts

Organization: - principles of and studies on

management

- theories and principles of organi

zations

Utilization: - organizational plan

- work structure

Motivation: - behavioural science

- priority of needs

Implementation: - organizational changes

-' type of management

Responsibility: - management in the future

- responsibilities

IV. Personnel Management

A. Trade Unionism

- trade unions in Cameroon

- survey of international trade unions

B. The Personnel Function

- organization and role

- general principles of personnel management

C. Techniques of Personnel Management

- recruitment policies

- salary policies

- training and promotion policies

V. Scientific Organization of Work

- industrial psychology

- the complex "man-machine"

- techniques of improving working conditions




